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President’s Post

By Roland A. Rhynus, CRA, FAHRA

Coordinated Community Care

Greetings! The past month has been ripe with AHRA Regional
Meetings. I was lucky enough to attend two.

The AHRAWashington Group Second Quarter Meeting was
held on the evening of Tuesday, May 31 at GroupHealth
Headquarters in Seattle, WA. I kicked off the meeting dis-
cussing the benefits of AHRA membership benefits. Then
things really got going with a panel discussion titled “The
Impact of Accountable Care Organizations in Radiology.”
Panelists include Dr. Norm Beauchamp, Chair, UW Department
of Radiology; Dr. Brenda Bruns, Executive Medical Director,
GroupHealth Plan; Joe Camaratta, Manager for ACO, GE
Healthcare; andWendyWilkins-Russell, Executive Director,
Washington Managed Imaging (WMI). Discussion points in this
rousing conversation included integrated care and who we
hold accountable for patient centered care. The vision of
GroupHealth—the host of this event—is two fold: (1) to pro-
vide the best group practice in the country and (2) to have the
best overall network for members. Its affordability goals
include how to "bend the trend": better quality equates to cost
savings. Appropriate reductions in high end imaging via the
ACR guidelines were also stressed. GroupHealth is working
towards more owned integration to ensure best practice at
affordable cost.

Dr. Norm Beauchamp provided great slides which were avail-
able to the group. Wendy Russell talked about the 12 inde-
pendent radiology groups that she manages and the impact of
ACOs will have on them. She explained that radiologists
should seek out ACO planning and be involved in the process,
but they also need to be diligent based on past history with
capitation in the state. Russell then detailed how to find a
good ACO partner and the legal, administrative, financial, and
clinical structures associated with the process. Regarding the
legal structure, anti-trust is potentially a big issue; should com-

petitors come together, they will need to have careful safe har-
bors. This is where Stark laws, anti-kickback statutes, and physi-
cian incentive plan laws come into play. It is also extremely
important to have exceptional IT structure for all phases from
reporting to regulatory. Russell added that we must trust those
who have "skin in the game" with you; in her experience,
Washington State got burned by many consultants who were
brought in for this process. Joe Camaratta added that ACOs ask
providers to assume not only the clinical risk, but a community
health outcome risk.

Other discussion points included the importance of having a
culture of appropriateness in evidence based medicine (how
we must be able to issue a strong "no" without offending refer-
ring physicians), instead of waiting for regulators to mandate
this. We must really push on coordinated care, such as using
cloud based PACS so images are always available. And trust
must exist between typically non-trusting specialties/facili-
ties/organizations. We must work to generate our own accept-
ed evidence, employ more of a long term clinical approach—
we can utilize industrial engineering, as in other industries, to
help figure this out.

Much appreciation to meeting coordinator Mark Steffen and
GroupHealth for their gracious sponsorship at their beautiful
new downtown offices. I'm positive that Mark would be
pleased to advise on how easy it is to put on a local area meet-
ing, so please do connect with him and start the trend in your
local area.

I was also able to attend the AHRA Southern California “Inland
Empire”Area Meeting on the evening of Thursday, May 26 at
my facility, Loma Linda University Medical Center – Murrieta
Hospital in Murrieta, CA. Stay tuned to AHRA’s website for a
synopsis of that meeting!
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This spring has been full of wild weather, and our thoughts are
still with AHRA member Nora Cannon, director of radiology at
St. John's Regional Medical Center in Joplin, MO. A tornado hit
Joplin on the night of Sunday, May 22 and made direct contact
with Nora’s hospital, which subsequently had to be aban-
doned. We got word that Nora is fine, but her facility has been

devastated. When I spoke to Nora a few days back, her facility
was just opening for outpatient services—what an amazing
comeback in such a short time. It is amazing how quickly
strong communities can work together to rebuild so quickly in
even the direst of circumstances. Please keep Nora, as well as
her coworkers, family, and community in your thoughts as they
will need our support in the coming months.

Regulatory Review

CMS Issues Final Rule on Credentialing and Privileging for
Telemedicine
By Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. and Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued
its final rule for telemedicine credentialing and privileging for
hospitals and critical access hospitals (CAHs) on May 5, 2011.
The Final Rule is effective July 5, 2011 and amends the condi-
tions of participation (CoPs) for hospitals and CAHs, creating a
more streamlined process for credentialing and privileging of
telemedicine physicians.

Prior to the Final Rule, regulations had required hospitals and
CAHs to apply the credentialing and privileging requirements
as if all practitioners were onsite. CMS finally recognized this as
a “limited approach,”which failed to “embrace new methods
and technologies for service delivery that may improve patient
access to high quality care.”Now, under the Final Rule, a hospi-
tal that provides telemedicine services to its patients via an
agreement with a “distant-site” hospital would be allowed to
rely upon information furnished by the distant-site hospital
(often a larger medical center) in making credentialing and
privileging decisions for the distant-site hospital’s physicians
and practitioners providing telemedicine services. The rule will
reduce the burden and duplicative nature of the traditional
privileging process for Medicare-participating hospitals and
CAHs engaged in telemedicine agreements, while still assuring
accountability to the process.

Notably, in issuing the Final Rule, CMS recognized that includ-
ing the medical staff of a distant-site telemedicine entity as
part of the new optional and streamlined credentialing and
privileging process would increase the overall effectiveness of
the Final Rule. A distant-site telemedicine entity is defined as
one that (1) provides telemedicine services; (2) is not a
Medicare-participating hospital; and (3) provides contracted
services in a manner that enables a hospital or CAH using its
services to meet all applicable CoPs, particularly requirements
related to the credentialing and privileging of practitioners
providing telemedicine services to the patients of a hospital or
CAH. The governing body of the hospital or CAH using
telemedicine services is responsible for ensuring that the dis-
tant-site hospital or entity meets CMS credentialing and privi-
leging standards. One way of ensuring this is the Final Rule’s
clarification that an agreement for the provision of telemedi-
cine services be in writing. These agreements must be provid-
ed, upon request, when a hospital or CAH is surveyed.

Thus, if a telemedicine agreement is entered into with a dis-
tant-site hospital, the governing body of the hospital or CAH
must ensure, through its written agreement, that the following
provisions are met in order to allow its medical staff to rely
upon the credentialing and privileging decisions made by the
distant-site hospital when recommending privileges for indi-
vidual physicians and practitioners providing such services:

-- The distant-site hospital is a Medicare-participating hospital;
-- The individual distant-site physician/practitioner is privileged
at the distant-site hospital providing the telemedicine services,
and a current list of those privileges are provided;
-- The individual holds a license issued or recognized by the
State in which the hospital whose patients are receiving the
telemedicine services is located;

With respect to a distant-site physician/practitioner who holds
current privileges at the hospital whose patients are receiving
the telemedicine services, the hospital has evidence of an
internal review of the distant-site physician/practitioner’s per-
formance of these privileges and sends the distant-site hospi-
tal such performance information for use in the periodic
appraisal of the distant-site physician/practitioner.

If a telemedicine agreement is entered into with a distant-site
telemedicine entity (as opposed to a Medicare-participating
hospital), the governing body of the hospital or CAH must
ensure, through its written agreement, that the distant-site
telemedicine entity, acting as a contractor of services, furnishes
its services in a manner that enables the hospital or CAH to
comply with all applicable CoPs and standards. The final three
requirements are the same as with a Medicare-participating
hospital.

Of particular significance under the written agreement is that
hospitals or CAHs that rely on this new so-called proxy creden-
tialing will need to share what is generally considered privi-
leged peer review information with the distant-site hospital or
distant site entity for those practitioners who exercise telemed-
icine privileges at the hospital or CAH. Thus, it is wise for the
written agreements to include language that will assure ongo-
ing protection of this peer review information.
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Commentary

What Would You Do?
By AHRA Staff

Every month, a hypothetical industry and management related
situation is posted. You are encouraged to share your thoughts
(in the comment box below) on how you would resolve the
issue. Be sure to check out others’ responses and join the dis-
cussion.

Here is this month’s scenario:

What would you do if the majority of your outpatients
informed you that they could no longer afford the co-pays and
deductibles at your hospital based outpatient imaging depart-
ment because the out-of-pocket expenses at other, non-hospi-
tal based outpatient facilities are much less?

Commentary

ACOs: How DoWe Prepare?
By Jef Williams, MBA, PMP and ShawnMcKenzie, MPA, CRA, RT, CRT

It is no secret that much ambiguity remains around the struc-
ture, reimbursement model, and reporting requirements of
Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). That ambiguity, how-
ever, has not slowed the momentum we see with most organi-
zations moving to become certified. While many questions
remain unanswered, there are several things we are sure of.
ACOs will include and affect the following:

-- Primary care providers (PCPs) who provide service aggre-
gately to at least 5000 Medicare beneficiaries
-- Contracted specialists and hospitals (affiliated or otherwise)
-- Reporting requirements that measure quality of care and
cost at patient and episode level
-- Commitment to operate for a minimum of 3 years
-- The ability to receive and distribute CMS payments (and
potentially shared savings returns) to all participants of the
ACO

Diagnostic imaging (DI), as a service provider along the entire
continuum of care, stands to be impacted most significantly by
the potentially drastic changes that will accompany participa-
tion in an ACO. The current operation, technical, and adminis-
trative (business) model adopted by nearly all DI departments
will undergo major shifts. The challenge for directors and man-
agers in this time of uncertainty is to prepare for the future in
an environment where the specifics for that future are unclear.
While this may prohibit your ability to establish a detailed
imaging strategy for the next 5 years related to ACO participa-
tion, there are steps you can take to poise your organization
for success.

Operational Readiness
One of the foundational elements of the ACO model is shared
risk. In the current fee-for-service model, your department and

the radiology staff are rewarded for volume and operational
efficiency. Within an ACO, the payment structure, whether it be
capitation or bundled payments, will drive the fiscal rewards
directly tied to better outcomes, fewer studies, and collabora-
tive decision making regarding most appropriate exam types.

In order to prepare your staff and radiology group for these
changes, it is important that you begin discussions now to
build trust and discuss the potential changes to workflow, the
definition of efficiency, and roles and responsibilities both
within the department as well as to the entire ACO organiza-
tion.

Technical Readiness
ACOs will be joined together by way of information technology
(IT). Without the technological functions provided with well
built and implemented clinical information systems, the ability
to share, as well as report and track patient data, will be over-
whelming to the point of impossible. Your service line systems,
along with other business or clinical applications integrated or
interfaced to your department, will need to provide the follow-
ing minimal functionality:
-- Image sharing across care providers (including those cap-
tured by disparate PACS)
-- Patient reporting across entire ACO
-- Decision support for CPOE
-- Cost reporting at patient/episode level

The challenges of technical interoperability within an ACO
developed within affiliated providers or an integrated delivery
network (IDN) will be difficult. For those pursuing an ACO
model with providers and organizations that are non-affiliated
and using disparate systems, it is critical that technical discus-
sions be ongoing from the beginning. While technical in

The Final Rule does not require, but allows, the “providing”hos-
pital to decide, in its own discretion, whether to rely on cre-
dentialing and privileging decisions of the distant-site
telemedicine entity (or hospital) or follow its traditional proce-
dures. Hospitals and CAHs that choose to use this new stream-

lined proxy credentialing approach should (1) takes steps to
ensure that their medical staff bylaws permit credentialing for
telemedicine privileges consistent with the Final Rule and (2)
have written agreements in place.
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Education Foundation

12th Annual Imaging Classic Golf Torunament
By AHRA Staff

Join fellow Annual Meeting attendees for a round of golf at
one of the top 100 courses in North America and support a
worthy cause: the AHRA Education Foundation.

The 12th Annual Imaging Classic Golf Tournament is Sunday,
August 14 at Texas Star Golf Course, a world class champi-
onship course designed to host PGA events. Golf Week
Magazine ranked Texas Star as the number one public course
in the Dallas-Fort Worth area and in the top 100 courses in
North America. This unique Keith Foster design hosts several
professional and amateur events each year. While playing this
course, you will experience fast rolling greens and incredible
elevation changes from tee to green—a “must play course.” No
matter what your skill level is, you will enjoy this one of a kind
golf facility.

Additional information about the course, including pictures, is
available on the Texas Star website:
http://www.texasstargolf.com/

The registration fee ($95 for members/$125 non-members)
includes greens fees, lunch, cart, and transportation to and
from the course. Club rentals must be made in advance by
contacting the course directly at (817) 685-1865. Club rentals
will not be available on the day of the event unless reserved in
advance. Players may enter individually or as part of a team.
The tournament, a scramble format, will be followed by an
award ceremony and lunch.

The registration deadline for the event is August 1, 2011:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AHRA2
011_GolfTournament

Sponsor opportunities are still available. Click here for more
information:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Downloads/2011AM/2011Golf
Sponsor.pdf

Thank you for your continued support of the AHRA Education
Foundation. See you in Texas!

nature, this discussion must include IT staff, but steadfastly be
driven by clinical stakeholders and leadership. Outcomes,
workflow, patient information, and interoperability are under
the purview of clinicians. The dangers of relinquishing leader-
ship to IT in this area will create significant department opera-
tional challenges later.

Administrative Readiness
Preparing your business, department, or organization for par-
ticipation in an ACO is perhaps the most difficult to address.
Without a clear path to reimbursement models, community
benchmarks, shared savings allocations, or even the potential
change in relationship with your radiology group makes busi-
ness and strategic planning difficult. One important thing to
do in lieu of specific business planning is to prepare your
organization for change. Change management, often over-
looked, can be the ingredient that either makes or breaks your
transition to an ACO. Preparing your staff for eventual work-
flow changes and fostering your relationship with radiologists
may be one of the most important things you do while you
move toward ACO certification. Eventually you will have to
incorporate budgeting, cost analysis, informatics reporting,
and other structural efforts, but until you know what those
look like, they will be difficult to codify.

Serve by Leading
The ACO model is coming in one form or another. Perhaps the
greatest risk to imaging will be the commoditization of servic-
es, which will drive down the value, revenue, and likely morale
of your business. The best way you can ensure medical imag-
ing remains an important, valuable component of the patient
care continuum is providing leadership to those who are
developing the specifics for your ACO. Including your chief
radiologist in those discussions can be beneficial in helping tell
the story of the value you bring to patient outcomes and the
benefit of consultative services to their PCPs.

Whether the ACO model is viable and ultimately sustainable is
yet to be determined. Most organizations, however, are mov-
ing toward certification. Whether you are poised for success in
a new model will be largely determined by your leadership.
Engage now and begin preparing your organization. Those
who don’t will be left at a significant disadvantage.

Learn more about ACOs during the 2011 Annual Meeting! Click
here for related session information:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AHRA2
011_Tuesday#ACOs
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Education Foundation

Putting the FUN in the Fun Run
By AHRA Staff

Start the Annual Meeting off on the right foot! Join us on the
morning of Sunday, August 14 for the second annual
Education Foundation Fun Run (or Walk!). The Fun Run is an
event for everyone: runners, walkers, strollers, or rollers. The
course is an easy two miles, allowing time to catch up with old
friends while enjoying the fresh air, or for squeezing in a quick
run before the sessions start!

The $25 registration fee includes an event t-shirt and water.

Proceeds for the event support the AHRA Education
Foundation and its mission. Click here for registration and
sponsorship opportunities:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AHRA2
011_Fun_Run

Thank you for your continued support for the AHRA Education
Foundation. See you in Texas!

CRA

RACC Turns Green
By Kimlyn Queen, CRA

If nothing ever changed, there’d be no butterflies. – Author
unknown

As a rule, change is often viewed as uncomfortable or unwel-
come. However, as I sit here enjoying this beautiful, sun filled
morning after enduring six weeks of non-stop rain, I am
reminded that change can be positive and refreshing.
Although the rain was challenging, it did wash away the winter
blahs and leave behind the beautiful green of spring.

In keeping with that theme, the Radiology Administration
Certification Commission (RACC) has recognized the need for
change. As the 2011 RACC Chair, I am pleased to announce
that after nine years of offering the Certified Radiology
Administrator (CRA) exam in paper and pencil format, just like
spring, it is time for the RACC to turn green.

As of June 2011, the CRA exam will no longer be offered in the
traditional paper and pencil format. This means the CRA exam
will not be offered at this year’s AHRA Annual Meeting in
August. Going forward, the CRA exam will continue to be
offered as a computer based exam in the spring and fall.

In 2002, the first ever CRA exam was offered only in the paper
and pencil format, with 236 candidates sitting for the exam.
With the introduction of the computer based testing format in
2003, the candidates participating in the paper and pencil
exam format dropped from 100% to 34.1%. That meant 65.9%
of the CRA candidates preferred the ease and convenience of
the computer based testing option.

Since 2003, the percentage of CRA candidates participating in
the paper and pencil testing format has continued to decline.
Between 2003 and 2010, an average of 23% of CRA candidates
took the exam in the paper and pencil format, which is only
offered at the AHRA Annual Meeting.

Based on the continued increase in CRA candidates preferring
the computer based testing format over the traditional paper
and pencil format, now is the perfect time to make a change.
The next available CRA exam will be the fall administration
offered November 1-30, 2011 at testing facilities across the
United States.

If you would like more information about CRA testing dates or
other CRA related topics please visit the CRA website at
www.crainfo.org

Sidebar
The RACC offers the computer-based testing (CBT) format CRA
exam through Castle Worldwide’s PASS Test Delivery System at
proctored testing centers across the country during the desig-
nated testing months.

How do you select your CBT testing center?
About a week after each exam deadline, registered candidates
receive an email from Castle with a log-in and password that
will allow you to select your testing location and choose the
date/time for your exam from those available at your center.

On the day of your exam, you should plan on arriving at your
testing center 30 minutes before your exam to check in and
receive your instructions. You will be given scratch paper at the
exam site and will have a four function calculator available on
the computer screen.

But what is it like to take the CRA on a computer?
Castle has created an online preview and instructions to help
candidates and potential candidates see how the CBT format
works and become comfortable with it before the exam:

You can read about it here:
https://www.castleworldwide.com/castleweb/candidates/sam-
ple-tests/instructions.aspx
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AHRA News

Cowboys, Collaboration, and Continuing Education at the 2011
By Bill Algee

You know the saying, “Everything’s bigger in Texas”? Well, just
imagine what happens when AHRA rides into town! The
Annual Meeting Design Team (AMDT) has been working to
provide you with the most comprehensive meeting ever over a
condensed amount of time. So saddle up partners—here we
go!

As all of us are working in an era of constant change and inno-
vation; the AHRA Annual Meeting is no different. Though this
year marks a change in the meeting length, it does not reduce
the number of overall education offerings. This year’s event will
be from Sunday, August 14 and will end with theWednesday
night theme party on August 17. As in years past, you will be
provided with the opportunity to visit vendors in the Exhibit
Hall from 11 am–2 pm on Monday throughWednesday. These
changes were based on suggestions from AHRA members on
ways to reduce costs for your organizations. This will allow you
to attend the entire event, get back a day earlier than usual,
and take advantage of the same number of education offer-
ings.

A theme of collaboration is key to this year’s meeting. AHRA
has worked closely with two associations to broaden our edu-
cation sessions to provide more unique, in-depth educational
opportunities. First, the Radiology Business Management
Association (RBMA) has assisted with the direction of the
Practice Management Track by selecting key sessions (labeled
“PM”on the Annual Meeting schedule) that address challenges
faced by both hospital and radiology practice managers. And
for the second year, the Association of Radiology & Imaging
Nursing (ARIN) is working with the AMDT to create sessions
that are unique to radiology nursing for the Leadership in
Imaging Nursing Management Workshop. Lastly, the Annual
Meeting would not be possible without the support of our cor-
porate sponsors. This year we will be holding five vendor led
and sponsored symposia to provide a wide array of unique
educational opportunities. The symposia are scheduled in the
mornings and evenings, available in addition to scheduled
breakout sessions. CE credits are also available for these ses-
sions.

Our keynote speakers will provide us with a variety of topics at

the forefront of our everyday work: Inspired care, motivating a
multi-generational workforce, and goal setting. All three can
be very challenging and the speakers will provide us with a
unique perspective and some new tools to use. The days are
filled with informative breakout sessions covering radiation
dose, cost reduction techniques, molecular breast imaging,
and so much more.

The Annual Meeting also offers a great opportunity for all of us
to give back a little bit to the AHRA through
volunteering. There are many opportunities, but one of the
easiest is volunteering to assist with a session. You can even
pick a session you are planning to attend. It is very easy; scan
badges as people enter and exit, introduce the speaker, and
keep time for the speaker. It takes no special training, other
than holding your hand just right while scanning! If you are
interested in volunteering, please click here.

Social events are always an important part of the Annual
Meeting and this year will be no different. The Twelfth Annual
Imaging Classic Golf Tournament and Second Annual Fun Run
return to start things off on Sunday, August 14. This year to
help promote a welcoming, inclusive experience, we will be
hosting the welcome reception for first time members and
new attendees immediately prior to the President’s Reception
on Sunday evening. There will be a CRA and Volunteer recep-
tion as well. And finally the much-loved theme party, “Party at
the Ranch,” onWednesday night.

The Grapevine, TX area brings us some unique points of inter-
est as well. Grapevine is the heart of Texas wine country, as
well as home to the biggest mall in Texas, Grapevine Mills. Both
are within a short driving distance from the Gaylord Texan. For
those of you bringing family members, we are working to pro-
vide you with unique experiences, like fishing on Grapevine
Lake, Six Flags Over Texas, a visit to the historic JFK/Sixth Floor
Museum, and a tour of Cowboy Stadium. Even though I am not
personally a Dallas Cowboys fan, I did take this tour and I can
tell you it is an amazing structure that everyone should see.

August will be here very soon, so please make your reserva-
tions! We look forward to seeing you in Texas!

Or click through a presentation here: https://www.castleworld-
wide.com/castleweb/candidates/sample-tests/pass-test-deliv-
ery-system.aspx

You can try the format out yourself here: https://www.castle-

worldwide.com/tds_v5/asp/questions.asp

Still have questions? CRA Certification Coordinator Kathryn
Keeler can be reached at KKeeler@CRAinfo.org or 800 334-2472
and she would be happy to answer your questions.
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AHRA News

2011 Annual Meeting Blog Now Live
By AHRA Staff

Be sure to check out the 2011 Annual Meeting Blog at
http://ahra2011.wordpress.com before, during, and after the
Annual Meeting. This blog gives AHRA the opportunity to con-
nect with members, meeting attendees, speakers, and
exhibitors, and allows readers to comment on and rate posts,
access from your mobile device, and subscribe via email.

This blog seeks to help personalize your Annual Meeting expe-

rience. Access all of the information you need and get the
inside track on workshops, sessions, events, and more before
the event even begins. Then visit the site during the meeting
for session synopses, the latest issue of Convention Daily, con-
test updates, photos, videos, and more—all from one place,
whether you’re with us in Texas or on the other side of the
globe.

AHRA News

Social Media 101: YouTube

YouTube is a video sharing website where users can upload,
share, and view videos, as well as comment on, recommend,
and subscribe to videos.

If you already have an account with YouTube, great! If not, visit
YouTube.com and follow the simple instructions. It’s a great
way to create easy access to video content you like. Note: You
do not need to set up an account on YouTube in order to
watch videos.

Maintaining Your Account
Once you create and sign in to your YouTube account, click on
your account name in the upper right hand corner. Select
“Settings” from the dropdown menu under “My Account.”

The account settings page allows you to view an overview of
your YouTube activity, set up your profile, set up your video
playback options, customize your email options, share your
YouTube activities on other social networking sites, edit priva-
cy settings, upload videos via your mobile phone, and manage

your account (eg, passwords, ad preferences, etc).

Privacy
Your privacy settings on YouTube are broken down by various
categories: search and contact restrictions (based on how
much you want to interact with other YouTube users), advertis-
ing settings (how you want to receive ads on the site), and sta-
tistics and data (how/if you want your videos’metrics displayed
to the public). To manage your privacy settings, select “Privacy”
under the menu on the left hand side of your account settings
page.

Now that you’ve joined YouTube and tailored it to suit your pri-
vacy needs, subscribe to AHRA’s YouTube channel by clicking
here: http://www.youtube.com/ahravideos. By subscribing to
AHRA’s channel, you’ll receive AHRA video updates on your
YouTube homepage, plus the ability to comment, share our
videos with colleagues, and view all of AHRA’s video content,
from annual meeting footage to presentations from past con-
ferences.

By AHRA Staff

AHRA News

In Every Issue

NewMembers
The staff and members of AHRA warmly welcome the follow-
ing new members!

Susan Bacon, Fredericksburg, TX
Pamela Ballard, Mandeville, LA
Christopher Barlow, Shreveport, LA
Lindsay Bumanis, Calgary, AB Canada
Heather Burkdoll, Garnett, KS
Holly Carpenter, Raleigh, NC
Jana Chambliss, Sugar Land, TX
Craig Davis, Temple, TX

Jacqueline Davis, Montgomery, AL
Danny Davis, Jr., Copperas Cove, TX
Susan DeForest, Orange, CA
Michael Dodge, Galloway, OH
Melissa Green, Sugar Land, TX
Leslie Harnish, Ellicott City, MD
James Hollister, Gorham, ME
Brandy Holzshu, Raleigh, NC
Tracie Jencks, Norwich, CT
Brenda Jennelle, West Point, NE
Gail Kulesza, Norwich, CT
Rachel Larson, Westminster, CO

By AHRA Staff
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Tina Marlowe, Waterville, ME
Rhonda Mayorga, Fayetteville, NC
Deana Morgan, Branson, MO
Jim Murray, Fort Worth, TX
Lisa Nason, Norwich, CT
Laurie Nevins, Norwich, CT
Shari Patch, Wallingford, VT
Daniel Peters, Sterlington, LA
Rhoda Reading, Pearland, TX
Jalie Reedy
Theresa Reis, Ridgewood, NJ
James Ricci, Norwich, CT
William Rice, Fredericksburg, VA
Joseph Simon, Murrieta, CA
Kathy Sophocleous, London, ON Canada
Lori Stargel, Kokomo, IN
Jackie Yigitoz, Toronto, ON Canada

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send the contact information to our
membership department at
memberservices@ahraonline.org. If your referral joins, you’ll be
listed here as well!

~~~~~~~~

Member Anniversaries
Happy AHRA membership anniversaries to the following mem-
bers:

25+ Years
Larry Kirschner (39 years)
Roland McGraner (34 years)
StevenWalter (29 years)
Leonard Purvis (27 years)

10-20 Years
Beth Rocco (16 years)
Brian Hennebry (15 years)
Russell Smith (12 years)
Onalee Shinn (11 years)
Beverley Sorci-Roberts (11 years)
ConstanceWhite (11 years)
Christopher Balbi (10 years)
Sandra Bobryk (10 years)
Robin Brown (10 years)
Dennis DePascal (10 years)
Kim Halliburton (10 years)
Nancy Hobby (10 years)
Lori McClure Smith (10 years)
Michelle Waldrop (10 years)

5-9 Years
William Allen, Jr. (9 years)
Bruce Carey (9 years)
Maureen Green (9 years)
Scott Hartman (9 years)Joan Hensberry (9)
Todd Lehkamp (9 years)
George Lowe (9 years)

Brenda Markegard (9 years)
Debbie Mayer (9 years)
Matthew McKinney (9 years)
Kristy Trent (9 years)
LindaWomack (9 years)
Robyn Austin (8 years)
Kelly Jean Denton (8 years)
Randall Gray (8 years)
Rein Heidemann (8 years)
Karen Herczeg (8 years)
Shelly Meese (8 years)
Tara Murphy (8 years)
Robert Weisbecker (8 years)
Michael Cragin (7 years)
Joyce Cothren (7 years)
Michelle DeRegis (7 years)
Deb Hale (7 years)
Ronald Knuutila (7 years)
Peter McCormack (7 years)
Sharon Brommer (6 years)
Becki Cumbach-Perkins (6 years)
Amanda Daugherty (6 years)
Aileen Garrett (6 years)
Yvonne Grayson (6 years)
Bernadette Kennedy (6 years)
Pamela Mitchell (6 years)
Donald Moore (6 years)
RichardWhite (6 years)
Michael Putman (6 years)
Debra Casey (5 years)
Linda DiMarzo (5 years)
Sixto Garza (5 years)
Syed M. Mohsin Haidry (5 years)
Joan Keiper (5 years)
Tammy Mack (5 years)
John Mayben (5 years)
Dawn McNeil (5 years)
Carol Merrick (5 years)
Donna Morris (5 years)
Sue Rysted (5 years)
Lanamaria Smallwood (5 years)
Stephanie Spencer (5 years)
William Stepaniuk (5 years)
Steve Votey (5 years)

~~~~~~~~

Online Institute Feature

AHRA Quick Credit: Revisit, Revamp, and Revitalize Your
Business Plan: Part 2
By David Waldron

In this second of a series of articles, understand how tools such
as process mapping and concepts such as Six Sigma and Lean
Six Sigma can be used to facilitate quality improvements and
team building, resulting in staff led process improvement ini-
tiatives.
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Click here to view this and other archived webinars, Quick
Credit articles, Professional Development Series textbook
chapters, and conference sessions, as well as to take the associ-
ated CE exams.
[http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=aw090
731info]

~~~~~~~~

From the Forum

Below is a recent discussion:
“We are moving further into the CPOE world, and as more doc-
tors are entering their own orders, they are becoming more
creative with reasons for exam. ‘Because I say so,’‘Patient needs
exam,’ sometimes just a letter (‘w’ seems popular) in order to
have something in the field. This is causing my staff big prob-
lems getting clarification, also we won’t get paid without
appropriate reason. For those with CPOE, are you getting good
compliance for reasons? If so, how? Drop down menus with
good lists, not performing exams without a valid reason,
defaulting preexisting reason into the field, requiring manual
entry for reason? Other ways? Any help is appreciated.

— Dennis L. Oxton

Responses:
—We use drop downmenus that we built before the Go Live.
There is an “other” but it requires a response. We get a printed list
of the “other” reasons each day so that we can track and report to
the CPOE team if we need new reasons added. The team has a

strong non-radiologist physician leader and he will take these
issues right to the offender if we got a “because I said so.” We
agreed upfront to review the other list as a team on a quarterly
basis but we are still in our first quarter making changes as we go.

—Oh Dennis, I will be interested to see the responses to this. I
have recently been asked to “approve” the reasons for exams for
the build of our new ED EMR. When given the list, it was broken
down into body part and then a list of reasons to have that body
part x-rayed. Let me give you a few examples of what was listed:
Body Part Reason, Lt. Hand Fever, Rt. Shoulder Anterior, Lt. Wrist
Diffuse, Sacrum Atrophy.

I could go on and on, with the “reasons” . . . and the sad part is the
list I was asked to review is actually from another site that is live
and using them. When I told the EDmanager we need to have a
better history than one word from a drop down, can’t they free
text? The answer was, no, we just need to have the system built so
they can use the drop down, and, oh by the way, we only have xxx
characters so it is limited to about one word. Are you kidding
me???? It seems like we fight every day to get good history from
ordering providers/locations, I can hardly wait to see what these
CPOE orders look like.

— Our providers are requesting the free text . . . it’s more difficult
to allow our vendor to supply it!

To read more of this conversation and for more information
about the AHRA Forum, click here:
http://www.ahraonline.org/forum


